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A comprehensive menu of Tom's Famous Family 22 from San Marcos covering all 18 courses and drinks can be
found here on the menu. For seasonal or weekly deals, please get in touch via phone or use the contact details

provided on the website. What User likes about Tom's Famous Family 22:
When I lived in San Marcos 4 years ago, I found this place by chance. Four years later, I ordered my favorite:

Pastrami Sandwich. This is the best everywhere! Price is $12.00 but filled with very delicious pastrami! Again the
best pastrami sandwich I ever had!!! read more. What User doesn't like about Tom's Famous Family 22:

It's okay, nothing special, no taste in food. I'm just honest. My plate was chipped, the menu was outdated things
were no longer there. If your kind of person, the McDonald 's is yummy you'll love this place. If you want a good
tasting burger, you have to board instead. It's not. read more. If you want to try delicious American courses like

burgers or barbecue, Tom's Famous Family 22 from San Marcos is the place to be, The customers of the
restaurant also consider the extensive selection of differing coffee and tea specialities that the restaurant

offers. In case you want to have breakfast, a versatile brunch is offered to you, For a snack, you can also have
the fine sandwiches, small salads and other snacks.
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Starter� & Salad�
FRIES

Sauce�
GRAVY

Coffe�
CAFÉ

M�ica� dishe�
BURRITOS

BURRITO

Ingredient� Use�
PASTRAMI

VEGETABLES

BUTTER

BEANS

CHICKEN

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
BURGER

PANINI

SALAD

BREAD

TUNA STEAK

LAMB
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